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Lubna Speitan’s first solo exhibition showcases 
her distinctive and instantly recognisable style. 
Working predominantly in oils and acrylics she 
paints landscapes, seascapes, portraits and 
abstracts. Most distinctive, however, are her 
nightscapes of London
 
Lubna’s ink drawings and nightscape paintings, 
built from multiple layers of carefully blended 
paints, shimmer with darkness. She captures 
the enigmatic uncanniness of nights in the 
city, nights lit by brittle halogen, icy headlights, 
reflected street signs, and the sheen of 
rainwater. The carefully blended range of matt 
colours create the elusive and reflective tones 
of the city at night, with subtle variants of 
greys and whites picking out contemporary 
landmarks from a deserted train station to the 
London Eye

We welcome you to attend Lubna’s exhibition and celebrate the reflective night scenes of London
8th May until the 8th June 2017, Mon-Sat from 9am to 9pm 

at G-West Gallery 
     

Entrance via: G-West Café, Lovibond Lane, Greenwich, London SE10 8JA
(rear entrance of Greenwich West Community and Art Centre, 141 Greenwich High Road)

Private Viewing 6th May, 6pm to 10pm (by invitation, please enquire)

Enquiries contact: 07788 237 893
Website: www.lubnaspeitan.com

These scenes are full of secrets, hinting at 
the stories that unfold through London’s 
long nights. This is a hidden London: the 
city of those who live on the streets, the 

friendless, the outsiders

The paintings reveal the loneliness that 
looms over London in the dead of night 

– a loneliness that nevertheless connects 
us as human beings, and which is tenderly 
embraced in this work. Inspired by periods 

of insomnia, Lubna has calmly observed 
the interplay of darkness and illumination, 

and invites viewers to share the mystery 
of these deep and fleeting spaces

Contemporary artist Lubna Speitan launches striking series of original monochrome 
‘nightscapes’ that capture the unique aura of London after dark


